Plant Therapy Releases its AromaFuse Diffuser
Plant Therapy, a leader in the aromatherapy industry, is celebrating the release of its finest
ultrasonic diffuser.
Twin Falls, Idaho (PRWEB) November 14, 2016 -- Plant Therapy, the fastest-growing essential oil company in
the U.S., announced the release of its AromaFuse ultrasonic essential oil diffuser. Plant Therapy designed the
modern, stylish diffuser to meet all of the needs of its customers. It features five timer settings, a dimmable
LED light and a large water reservoir that allows up to 10 hours of continuous diffusion.
Many of Plant Therapy’s essential oil customers use diffusers, which emit a light mist that disperses the
essential oils into the air. Diffusing different oils or oil blends can help lift the spirits, relax the body and calm
the mind. The AromaFuse diffuser is the ideal accessory for Plant Therapy’s extensive line of 100% pure, highquality essential oils.
“We wanted to create a beautiful diffuser that has all the features our customers want,” said Chris Jones,
President of Plant Therapy. “The AromaFuse meets that criteria as well as our high standards for quality and
safety.”
The AromaFuse diffuser requires no chemicals or heat, allowing the essential oils to retain all of their natural
benefits and chemical profile. The five timer settings include several options for both continuous and
intermittent mist, so users can choose precisely the right setting for each oil and situation. The continuous-mist
settings will diffuse for either two hours or until the water runs out (approximately 10–11 hours). The
AromaFuse’s intermittent settings allow users to diffuse for 30 seconds on, 30 seconds off; 15 minutes on, 30
minutes off; or 30 minutes on, 30 minutes off.
The AromaFuse has a clean, modern look that will complement any décor and is available in either white or a
lovely wood-grain brown. All plastic parts are BPA-free, and the diffuser has a special coating that protects
against erosion by essential oils. Plant Therapy is backing the quality of the AromaFuse with a 1-year warranty.
To celebrate the launch of the AromaFuse, Plant Therapy will choose three winners to receive one of the new
diffusers. People can enter to win the prize package via any of Plant Therapy’s social media pages, including
Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest.
About Plant Therapy
Founded in 2011, Plant Therapy is a leading supplier of essential oils and accessories. Based in Twin Falls,
Idaho, we provide the absolute highest-quality essential oils and are committed to educating our customers on
their uses, safety and efficacy. Our products include organic essential oils, carrier oils, blends, KidSafe
Synergies and pre-diluted roll-ons as well as accessories such as diffusers, books and natural body care. Visit us
at www.planttherapy.com.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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